
Dear Jon, 	 12/15/74 

The letter I wrote you earlier bothers me. before going to bed I must add to it. 

We are both at a disadvantage in these matters. If I tell you the truth I come 

&across like a bitter sorehead. And you really have no way of knowing what is truth and 

fact. In addition, there is a long history of which you are not aware. I have a considerable 

file on it and, immodest as it may seem -again you can be satisfied if you are ever here -

I think that in the future it will have some Value to young people in teaching them how 

to analyse political situations. In that cane I called every shot, with 1000 accuracy, 

long in advance, including telling Fred uraham in advance precisely what he would. write. 

Here you can satisfy yourself in all respects it you'll be patient with my young 

friend, who was here, who also heel a view other than mine to be 	with and persistently, 

and has first-hand knowledge of the Uraham and all the other purls. Be is Howard Roffman, 

one of the few authentic exports, in the field. 912 SW 7 Ave., #3, Gainesville, Fla. 32691. 

He is in law school, first year. While I tell you that I feel of hie as a father does of 

a son, I also tell you that Howard will be truthful. 'f you arrange to call him, I am 

certain that he'll tell you quite a story. In fact, if you do, since I do want to leave 

tapes of these  things where the opinions of others are spontaneous and 
also resprospective, 

ask biM about taping it. ho has read all my Cyril file and ell the relevant files and 

was involved in quite a fight in which I alone in the critical =emit-  op wed any one 

of us being booby-trapped into looking at the so-called autopsy material because we would 

inevitably be used for propaganda, especially against the innocent survivors. I have two 

invitation from the Archives and (SA that I rejected. by  money was where my mouth was. 

Yet in 1966 Liao the first to apply. 

Howard will tell you also that when'he decided to disagree with we I did not at 

any time pressure him and inutead pa spent such time in long letters showing him hoe to 

preserve his own integrity in the matter so that, regardless of the outcome, he'd. have no 

trouble with his own conscience. 1e can tell you of personal experiences with e:yril. And 

he just happened to be here when ,ored Graham, then with the Times, called ea. Before the 

fact. he heard me tell Fred what he would write, even how he would angle. he has the story 

Fred later wrote. Af not with him I'm sure he'll remember enough. The net result of the 

Cyril self-seekinewas to blame the Kenndya for all the official suppressioneani if 

falsely, quite presuaaivoey. emits an operation. In this blaming of the 4Cnnsays all 

others were exculpated. In the paper of record, too. 

After that Cyril went really crazy. There are interviews where it comae out that 

in looking at this autopsy material (which he still does not really understand) be found 

ppoof of Cuban exile oonspiracy. The whole nutty Debaser. Just so he got his na
me spelled 

right and, of course, used. 

Jim Lesar will remember pretty much that whole affair. He also opposed my position. 

And the guy Cyril fixed up with a job with him, Bob Smith, Aidemore strongly and sp
ent some 

three months or more tiering to Nevem himself to help uyril.Ong after that smith w
as 

still nutty about frangible bullets and things like that.Smith came here to lebk at other 

files he never looked at. be was then in the same office as heeler, at the CTIA. Whe
n he 

was talking such nonsense and not looking 'Anne:flees I asked if we could talk as well 

outside so I could trim out some trees for firewood. I got angrier and angrier the longer 

the foolishness want on, and it was worse because I felt I had to hide it. Thu 
result is 

that I almost chopped off my left thumb. I still can bend it only half way. 

So, if you think that what I wrote is strong, unrea2nable, unfactual or motivated 

by any evil seirits by all means cheek me out. I've been honest with you, Perhaps a bit 

more than pp usual bluntness but these have been very trying months in way
s I can't go its 

into on the Ray came. meviugetoa is but a glixxaer. The problems are anything but over. N
or 

is the work. And there now is nothing else I'd not rather be doing. This has been true for 

years. But I really have no principled choice. 



/wide from our own fucking up (not Lome) we'll bek lucky is the State doesn't 

pull some new dirty stuff. I think they have to be desparate and we have the kind of 

characters who lend themselves to it. ot and before the hearing. 

I know any' fume is a little bit shorter. but I intended no offense. I tend to be 
f:6-thriaht anu believe I owe it. 

Perhaps some explanation of ny content on your not spotting on your own reason 

for doubt would be helpful. You are not in a position to know whether when Cyril repreeenta 

something as fact it is ix or in not.This will bo true on massy subjects throughout your 

reporting life. So, how can you make Lojudgemono. not on fact but on integrity? You have 

to look at other than the fact you can't evaluate. I think it would be a good exercise for 

you to go over that same piece not in Oxcitement because it is good oopy from an expert 

and on a subject you and your audience finds interesting but quAtioninoly. 40 a nitpicker. 

Nothing bad about that in a reporter as long as he doesn't write that way. fe has to learn 
truth to report truth. And nobody in an expert on every subject in the world. 

I've made a couple of specific observations. Hy recollection isn't clear enough 
to say there are more. I'll be surprised if there are not. I can thing Sf something else 
that is similar. As you read it count the nouber of personal pronouns. Now there io nothing' 

at all with either firet-poroou accounts or citing yourself as en authority from porsonal 

obserentioa 4o actions. However, an you do thin, also ask yourself if each thing for which 

he thus takes credit he really did or is the first to do or knows is repetition of other 

work of which his reader, for all the footnotes, has no knowladoo.Where you ray feel you 

may have no basis, than osk yourself questions like is it posaiblo that this waenSt done 

by aeynne for eight years or more? 

Avowing the thrust of the piece, you miott also aek yourself well, if he io this 

guag ho! and has done all this great work, why didn't be 	 ? I think you ray final  

a couple. 1 think they are pretty obvious. Aua I'll be that I can show you that I did 
try those things and he did not. Without re coder from him. Anti before this piece. And 

new ways currently, on which I want no mention. I went succeso, oat publicity.(RotireIy.  

off the record, no mention to anyone: the AEU denies the neuxtonoactivation acting. I'm 

still looking for bolos in posoibie semantics. And I knew it was done and to essence of 
the results years aoo and it is in Poet Hortem. That was done before Prase-Op, ceasing 

the Loot part of three.)(Hovard has read it.) 

Cyril bas no monopoly. Thore is a vild man in Kansas, another pathologist, Nichols. 

Ea Meals other peoplo's work and copyriohts it. If you doubt, write Dr. Richard l'ernabei, 

Dept. Classics, Queens liniveo"ingoton, Ontario, Candta. He did it to Dick anO me when we 

loanod him work iu confidence. eith a picture he did it oo effectively I can shoo you 
iettors from the archivoo :mooring they took the picture for him, not se.Faus correction. 

Disk is a classicist but also an outdoforeman and a very good amateur ballistics man. 

The field is full of thoec topes, especially those who can profit profossiwoalIy. 

It makes a very soriouo. problem. How does one cope with it? How does one reply to a reason-

able inquiry for say you, a r==eporter? It is true of the corrorcialisera like that Cambridge 

gang, too. Hew can one follow the with reason oad fact and not be believed by the yoong 

people not to be o copout? Or sae Und of secret federal agent? 

It in not an ea, y situation. Ay way may not be the best, but at feast I am honest 

about it, at the risk of people thinking badly of me for it. I see no real choice' 

What I'm really saying that probably sounds avuncular and I moan to be sort of that 

way in a not offensive sense is develop your own critical faculties. Do it until it becomes 
second natureamell learn more, believe loss crap and be a better reporter and a wiser 
man for it. If I did not havo thin in mind, I'd not have taken this time. The time is when 
you are young. 

Sincerely, 


